For some temperatures of atmospheric interest from 200 to 298 K, the self-broadening coefficients of OCS-OCS and HCN-HCN collisional systems, at different strengths of electrostatic interactions, were calculated respectively for m 1 and m 2 bands for a wide range of rotational quantum numbers J. In particular, we have considered some lines that were not studied previously. We have employed the approximation of bi-resonance functions (Starikov, 2012) in the frame of the semiclassical model of Robert and Bonamy with exact trajectory (RBE).
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For some temperatures of atmospheric interest from 200 to 298 K, the self-broadening coefficients of OCS-OCS and HCN-HCN collisional systems, at different strengths of electrostatic interactions, were calculated respectively for m 1 and m 2 bands for a wide range of rotational quantum numbers J. In particular, we have considered some lines that were not studied previously. We have employed the approximation of bi-resonance functions (Starikov, 2012) in the frame of the semiclassical model of Robert and Bonamy with exact trajectory (RBE).
The calculated results are found to be fully consistent with the available experimental values of self-broadening coefficients of OCS and HCN. A comparative study shows that the RBE calculations reproduce the dependence of broadening coefficients on quantum number J much better than the simpler Robert and Bonamy model with parabolic trajectory (RB) for all considered temperatures. Ó 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction
At room temperature, the semiclassical formalism of Robert and Bonamy with parabolic trajectory RB [2] has produced reliable results of collisional broadening coefficients of OCS perturbed by O 2 and N 2 [3, 4] . But, this model led to a relatively poor agreement with experimental data for OCS-OCS [5, 6] collisional system for the two temperatures 200 and 298 K. Ross and Willey [7] compared theoretical results derived from quantum calculations to the measured broadening coefficients of OCS perturbed by He from 4.2 to 23 K for the rotational lines R(1), R(2) and R(3). The measurements were realized in quasi-equilibrium cell employing the collisional cooling technique. The calculations of pressure broadening coefficients were performed using an ab initio He-OCS potential surface. A significant disagreement between theoretical and experimental coefficients increasing with decreasing temperature was clearly observed.
Using the RB formalism, Bouanich et al. [8] have calculated the self-broadening coefficients in the m 2 band of HCN for temperature ranging from 212 to 296 K. The intermolecular potential used in this calculation was purely electrostatic. The theoretical results were found to be consistent with the experimental data of Malathy Devi et al. [9] . The exact trajectory model leads to a significantly improved version of the RB formalism [10] . It involves the exact solutions of the classical equations of motion [11] . It led to good results for HCN perturbed by N 2 at room temperature [12] . Yang et al. [12] were the first who computed the rotational lines of HCN perturbed by O 2 . This computation introduced the original integral formula of resonance functions. This model can be a suitable alternative to calculate pressure broadening coefficients and to study their temperature dependences. Indeed, this version of the RB formalism was applied with success to many collisional systems such as CH 3 D-CH 3 D [13] , CH 3 D-N 2 [13] and CH3Cl-air [14] at various temperatures.
Using the Anderson-Tsao-Curnutte [15] and RB models, Bouanich et al. have calculated [5, 6] self broadening coefficients for 70 lines in the m 1 band of OCS at 200 and 298 K.
Rinsland et al. [16] have measured the air-and N 2 broadening coefficients, and the temperature exponent dependence for the lines of the m 1 band of HCN. These parameters were determined for J up to 29 at temperatures between 213 and 299 K. Smith et al. [17] [9, 18] have determined the self-and air broadening coefficients of HCN at various temperatures of atmospheric interest between 212 and 296 K for lines belonging to the P-and R-branches of the m 1 and m 2 bands. Yang et al. [12] have measured the rotational lines widths of HCN perturbed by O 2 , N 2 and air at room-temperature by continuous-wave terahertz (CW-THz) spectrometry. Selfbroadening coefficients for pure rotational lines of OCS have been measured at room temperature for high J values up to 90 by Matton et al. [19] and refined values were determined by Koshelev et al. [20] . In this last study, theoretical calculations of self-broadening parameters were performed in the framework of the RB formalism where the speed dependence on the line profiles were considered.
In the present work, we have computed HCN and OCS selfbroadening coefficients using the RBE formalism. The predicted values are compared to experimental results for 54 lines of the m 2 band of HCN [9] at temperatures between 212 and 296 K, and for 46 lines belonging to the m 1 band [6] of OCS at 200 and 298 K.
Theory and computational method

Theory
Recently, Bykov et al. [10] have proposed exact solutions of the equations of motion for a particle in an isotropic potential field. They have defined a special integral form for resonance functions used in the calculation of pressure broadening coefficients. For the case of two linear molecules, this approach has been already discussed in details in Ref. [21] .
To employ the model of exact trajectory, the interaction potential must be put in the form invariant under overall rotations of the system: 
where n is the number density of perturbing gas, v is the relative velocity between the absorber and the perturber, F(v) is the Maxwell velocity distribution, q j 2 is the relative population of the label of rotational level j 2 of the ground state of the perturber, and is the value of the position for the distance of closest approach.
is the normalized isotropic potential and the prime denotes derivation. For the exact trajectory governed by the intermolecular isotropic potential V iso (r c ), r c 0 can be derived numerically from the following equation [22] :
The real part of differential broadening cross sections is given by [2] :
where S 2 (r c , v) results from the integration of the intermolecular potential over time. It can be expressed by [23] : 
where the terms C j q 0 j m 0'n0 are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, and Wðj i j f j i j f ; 1' 1 Þ is a Racah coefficient [24] .
The term (5) is the resonance function depending on v, r c and resonance k c given by:
where x j i ;j
is the frequency of collisionally induced transition i ! f. The real part of resonance function, introduced in the calculation of broadening coefficients, can be expressed as [23] :
where N is a normalization term (
and ⁄ denotes complex conjugation. The integer numbers p and p' are the powers of the intermolecular distance r(t). The I p 'm terms are given by [23] :
Computational method
Due to the High CPU cost, we have used a realistic approximation, without a noticeable loss of precision, which consists on the use of the bi-resonance functions model of Starikov [1] who has proposed some simple analytic formula of the functions ' 1 ' 2 ' f for some types of intermolecular interactions.
For the electrostatic interactions (dipole -dipole, dipole -quadrupole, quadrupole -dipole and quadrupole -quadrupole interactions), the resonance functions are given by:
The resonance function f disp ðk c Þ associated to the dispersion term r rc 12 P 2 ðcos hÞ is given by:
The parameters a n are expressed by: (10) and (11) . All these parameters are given in Ref. [1] .
Due to the strong electrostatic interactions of HCN (l = 2.915 D and Q = 3.1 DÅ), the anisotropic part of intermolecular potential used in the calculations of self-broadening coefficients of HCN is limited to the sum of electrostatic contributions given by:
For OCS-OCS system, we have used an intermolecular potential which anisotropic part contains the long-range electrostatic interactions and the dispersion term c OCS ðr=r c Þ 12 P 2 ðcos hÞ. The electrostatic potential V elec is the same as the one of Eq. (13) . The anisotropic part is given by the following expression:
The parameters used in the calculations are listed in Table 1 .
These calculations have been performed for the m 1 band of OCS and for the m 2 band of HCN. Therefore, we have considered the rotational spectroscopic constants B and D for these two bands. The dimensionless polarizability anisotropy c of Table 1 is given by
Results
The collisional broadening coefficients of OCS and HCN self-perturbed have been calculated using the semiclassical Robert and Bonamy formalism with exact trajectory. In addition to the previous experimental results [6, 9] , these calculations were compared with theoretical results of Bouanich et al. [6, 8] .
HCN-HCN collisional system
Self-broadening coefficients of m 2 band of HCN have been computed using RBE calculations at four temperatures ranging from 212 to 296 K.
To determine the experimental values of self-broadening coefficients at temperature T, we used the following power law:
c HCN ðTÞ ¼ c HCN ð296Þ
where n is the temperature dependence exponent of selfbroadening. Its values are determined by linear regression analysis of Lnðc HCN ðTÞ=c HCN ð296ÞÞ versus Lnð296=TÞ. The experimental values of this exponent are given by Ref. [9] . We define T 0 = 296 K as the reference temperature. [29] e (K)
335 [30] 149.7 [33] r (A°) 4.13 [30] 3.796 [33] c 0.299 [29] a -a Calculated from polarizability values given in Ref. [29] . Theoretical and experimental values of self-broadening coefficients c (T = 296 K) and temperature exponents n in the m 2 band of HCN.
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Exponent n c Exp [9] c RB [8] c RBE n Exp [9] n RB [8] Figs. 1 and 2 present the comparison of theoretical results of self-broadening coefficients of HCN derived respectively from the RBE (present work) and RB calculations [8] with experimental data of Malathy Devi et al. [9] . The corresponding numerical results are given in Table 2 . Fig. 1 shows that RBE calculations reproduce nicely the rotational evolution of self-broadening coefficients of m 2 band of HCN. These calculations lead to the best agreement with experimental data for the four temperatures 296 K, 267 K, 232 K and 212 K. In descending order of these temperatures, the difference on percent is about 1.6%, 1.9%, 3.5% and 2.9% for RBE calculations and about 4.6%, 4.2%, 4.7% and 5.0% for RB calculations [8] .
In Fig. 1 , for temperatures ranging from 212 to 296 K, the theoretical self-broadening coefficients, generated by RBE calculations for both R (m = J + 1) and P (m = ÀJ) branches of m 2 band, tend to increase until they reach a maximum, and then start to decrease in ascending order of J. The values of J max (equal to 7 at T = 296 K) which correspond to the maximum of contribution of the whole electrostatic interactions were consistent with experimental values for T = 296 K (J max = 8 for R branch and J max = 9 for P branch) as well as ones obtained using the resonance condition [5, 34] of Eq. (17) .
where J 2p is the most populated level of the perturbing molecule at the considered temperature (J 2p = 8 for HCN for T = 296 K). B 1 and B 2 are the rotational constants of the two collisional partners (B 1 = B 2 for HCN self-perturbed). Therefore for the self broadening dominated by the dipole-dipole interaction (' 1 = ' 2 = l) as mentioned in Ref. [8] , the maximum of collision effectiveness is around J max = 8. Fig. 3 presents the variation of theoretical and experimental values of temperature dependence exponent n as function of the J rotational quantum number.
This figure shows that RBE and RB calculations reproduce nicely the evolution of exponent n as function of m and agree differently with experimental data. The theoretical values of n derived from RBE formalism are closer to the experimental results for majority of lines especially for |m|h15.
As illustrated by this figure, the exponent n of the R and P branches, decreases monotonically for 5 < J < 20 until attaining an inflection point at about J inf = 16 and becomes negative wherever J > J inf . This behavior is not surprising since as seen in Fig. 1 , the values of c HCN ðTÞ (T = 212, 232 and 267 K) become smaller than c HCN ð296Þ for jmji16. Table 2 presents the values of self-broadening coefficients (T = 296 K) and temperatures exponents n obtained in this work as well as those reported in Refs. [8, 9] corresponding to the m 2 band of HCN.
OCS-OCS collisional system
We have computed the self-broadening coefficients of OCS for the temperatures 200 and 298 K.
The comparisons between the computed coefficients, derived from the RBE (present work) and RB calculations [6] , and the experimental results [6] are shown in Fig. 4 .
For these temperatures, the RBE calculations for both R and P branches of m 1 reproduce the maximum of collision effectiveness which is around J max = 24 at temperature T = 298 K. This values is close to the experimental value of Ref. [6] which is around J max = 24 and to the one deduced from resonance condition given by Eq. (17) leading to J max = 22 and justifying that the self broadening of OCS is dominated by the dipole-dipole interaction (' 1 = ' 2 = 1). Also, we notice that within the various uncertainties both in the experiments and in the computations, RBE calculations reproduce the self-broadening coefficients better than RB calculations for most lines of OCS for the two temperatures 200 and 298 K. Indeed, for RBE calculations, the mean difference e % ¼ h100 Â j exp Àcalj= expi is about 6.3% and 5.7% respectively for the temperatures 200 and 298 K. But, it is about 10.2% and 11.0 % respectively for 200 and 298 K for RB calculations of Bouanich et al. [6] . Table 3 presents the values of self-broadening coefficients for temperatures 200 K and 298 K obtained in this work as well as those reported in Ref. [6] corresponding to the m 1 band of OCS. band of OCS. The error bars (6%) are taken from Ref. [6] . [6] c RB [6] c RBE c exp [6] c RB [6] 
Conclusion
We have performed predictions of self broadening coefficients of HCN and OCS as function of temperature. These calculations are based on the semiclassical model of Robert and Bonamy with exact trajectory (RBE) applied to the m 1 and m 2 bands of OCS and HCN respectively. For this work we had to determine the resonance functions. This task was achieved using the Starikov approximation, which takes into account the temperature dependence, to compute the self-broadening coefficients for the both collisional systems. These calculations reproduced nicely the evolution of pressure broadening coefficients with J rotational quantum number as well as the maximum of collision effectiveness for the considered temperature.
For the particular case of HCN-HCN system, we have regenerated theoretically the temperature exponent n consistently with experimental data. As a conclusion about this collisional system, the results of these calculations lead to a nice agreement with the experimental data.
For OCS-OCS collisional system with relatively weak electrostatic interactions, the RBE calculations permit to reduce significantly the disagreement between theoretical and experimental results.
For the both collisional systems, RBE approach appears more efficient to compute the self-broadening coefficients than RB formalism at various temperatures. [6] c RB [6] c RBE c exp [6] c RB [6] 
